Pathways of human cell post-replication repair.
Mutagenesis, clastogenesis, and carcinogenesis, may all be S-phase dependent processes within carcinogen-damaged human cells. Carcinogens have been shown to inhibit replicative DNA synthesis in S phase cells and the mechanisms of inhibition have been identified. It is proposed that the sequelae of carcinogen action (mutations, sister-chromatid exchanges, chromosome aberrations) are the consequence of the production of lesions in the DNA template which interfere with the ability of DNA polymerase to synthesize a complementary strand without error. Mis-instructive lesions in the template give rise to base-substitution mutations in nascent strands as DNA polymerase inserts an incorrect but complementary base. Non-instructive base lesions and sterically interfering bulky adducts in the template inhibit DNA polymerase and cause the growing points of nascent DNA strands to be blocked. This blockage perpetuates discontinuities in daughter strands. These discontinuities are eliminated by a process known as post-replication repair. Blocked growing points may be relieved by un-directed insertion of DNA precursors to span the non-instructive lesions. Transient dislocation of the primer terminus from the damaged template may occur at palindromic or repetitive sequences. Reannealing of the primer terminus beyond the site of damage may allow bypass of blocking lesions with a consequence of deletion or insertion of genetic information. DNA at the site of blocked growing points may be a substrate for other enzymes involved in DNA metabolism. Single-strand gaps in daughter strands may be recognized by Rec A-like proteins which catalyze paranemic invasion of sister duplex strands. Recombination intermediates generated at sites of blocked growing points may be resolved by a pathway that produces either sister-chromatid exchanges or the insertion of a patch of parental template DNA within the daughter strand. Single-strand-specific endonuclease may attack regions of denatured DNA at blocked growing points producing double-strand breaks which appear to be intermediates in the formation of chromatid aberrations. The utilization of each of these pathways of post-replication repair will depend upon the precise structure of the template lesion, the sequence context in which the lesion is embedded in the template strand, and stochastic processes.